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Jewish At The Root: Iraq’s Destruction, Hell Weapons, Hatred, Networking And 
The Interconnectedness Of It All 

The ancient Arab nation of
Iraq has been transformed

into a wasteland by a maniacal
group of Jewish supremacists.
(graphic by Skulz Fontaine)

by Jonathan Azaziah 

March 20th, 2012 marked 9 years since Iraq was invaded and systematically annihilated by the terrorist
armies of the United States of America (chief aggressor), and the United Kingdom (secondary 
aggressor), along with further “support” from the terrorist forces of their “coalition of the willing.” The 
murder of the Iraqi nation was not executed in the interests of the “US Empire” or “Western 
imperialism” as it is customarily described by petrified “activists” who are apprehensive to the point of 
convulsion to criticize Zionism as an international force that is upheld by Jewish financial and political 
power. Iraq was destroyed for the protection of the Zionist entity and the only “imperialism” at work 
was Zionist imperialism and the only “empire” that had its interests furthered was Empire Judaica, 
using its proxy American attack dog to do its insidious dirty work.

It is the most closely-guarded yet widely-known secret on Capitol Hill: America invaded Iraq for 
“Israel.” Despite the taboo, numerous prominent individuals have suffered from the proverbial “slip of 
the tongue” and revealed what is all too obvious for persons who are aware of the machinations of the 
Zionist entity’s American fifth columnists.

Former US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice has admitted this truth (1), four-star US General, 
former chief of the US Central Command and former Middle East Special Envoy Anthony Zinni has 
admitted it, as has long-time South Carolina Senator Ernest “Fritz” Hollings, and both were 
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typically lambasted by the Zionist media as “anti-Semitic” for doing so (2), “cleanup man” for the 
Zionist false flag on September 11th, 2001 and hardcore neoconservative Philip Zelikow has 
arrogantly but nevertheless tellingly admitted it (3), Colonel Lawrence Wilkerson, the former 
Chief of Staff for former Secretary of State Colin Powell, has vociferously admitted it (4) and even
the “butcher of Yugoslavia,” four-star US General and former NATO Supreme Allied Commander 
Wesley Clark, has gone on the record and confirmed it too (5).

These Jewish-Zionist ideologues
changed the face of history by
brutalizing Iraq into nothing
but a shell of its former self.

The decimation of Iraq was a Jewish endeavor at the root. It was designed by about 30 
neoconservatives, nearly all of them Jewish, every one of them a worshiper of Zionism. Jewish-Zionist 
New York Times writer Thomas Friedman, himself a leader on the Jewish neoliberal front to bleed 
Iraq dry along with Ken Pollack, Bill Keller and David Remnick (6), described the neoconservative
cabal in a shockingly candid manner, “  I could give you the names of 25 people (all of whom are at 
this moment within a five-block radius of this office) who, if you had exiled them to a desert 
island a year and a half ago, the Iraq war would not have happened (7).” This Jewish-Zionist cabal
formulated, refined and perfected its genocidal ideas to destroy then remap the Islamic world 
through the Project for a New American Century, a militaristic think tank centered around the 
idea of bringing forth Zionist hegemony over the globe; Iraq was the first target (8). The Jewish 
Institute for National Security Affairs is another critical watering hole for these bloodthirsty and 
tribal war machinists (9). 

Prior to going further, it must be noted that neoconservatism itself is an ideology invented by Jewish 
“Israel”-first fanatics and the chief, primal reason as to why they developed this hawkish line of 
thinking was “Holocaust® consciousness (10).” Paul Wolfowitz and Richard Perle, two of the main 
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architects of Iraq’s eradication, openly admit that the Holocaust® (and all of the exaggerations, 
fabrications, notions about the primacy of Jewish suffering and the severe, outright lies that come
along with it) is the very inspiration for why they are the persons that they are today, i.e. 
warmongering supremacists (11). Due to this, it should not come as anything even close to 
resembling a shock that during the United States’ first ravaging of Iraq in “Operation Desert Storm,” 
Holocaust® propaganda was abound in the Jewish-Zionist media to prolong the war effort and mask 
the atrocities against Iraqis, civilians and soldiers alike. 

These nonsensical headlines
in the rags of the Jewish

community tested the waters
for equivalent hasbara that

would lead to war against Iraq.
Zion, Harbinger Of Death I: The Gulf War

The stunning headline of the February 21st, 1991 edition of the Jewish Press, an Orthodox Jewish 
newspaper that caters to the religious wing of the neoconservative movement in the United States, read,
“War News! Iraqis have gas chambers for all Jews! Iraq nearing total disaster.” The front page of the 
Spring 1991 edition (marked as Volume 12, Number 1) of the World Report of the Simon Wiesenthal 
Center, a notorious haven of hasbara frequented by America’s most prominent Zionists, was equally 
scandalous, stating “The global fallout from Desert Storm; Germans produce Zyklon B in Iraq; Iraq’s 
German-made gas chamber.” While these stories represented the very pinnacle of absurdity, the highest
peak of inanity, and gained no traction whatsoever outside of the immediate Jewish readership of these 
two hasbaranik rags, scarily-similar stories of emotive sensationalism concocted by Zionist 
propagandists were the very justifications for invasion to begin with. 

Several months before Desert Storm, Tom Lantos, Holocaust® “survivor” and longtime Congressman 
of the 11th and 12th districts of California, spearheaded hearings at the Congressional Human Rights 
Caucus (renamed the “Tom Lantos Human Rights Commission” after Lantos’ death in 2008), which he 
headed, and the Congressional Human Rights Foundation, which he also chaired, on alleged Iraqi 
atrocities in Kuwait. The lead witness for these hearings was the daughter of the Kuwaiti Ambassador 
to America, under the fictitious name of “Nayirah,” who in ever-duplicitous heartrending fashion 
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described the plight of babies in their incubators being brutalized by the Iraqi army. This monstrously 
farcical “humanitarian crisis” served as the perfect pretext to devastatingly invade Iraq (12). 
Lantos however, wasn’t disseminating this heinous hoax for the interests of the United States, no, he 
was engaged in this act of severe subversion for Zionism, his true love. Lantos has been described as 
having “no rival on Capitol Hill in his devotion to Israel” and “true blue and white {a reference 
to the Zionist entity’s flag} (13).”

The “Incubator Babies” madness, a brainchild of the ultra-Zionist Lantos, was championed and 
disseminated by Amnesty International, the world-renowned “human rights” group financed by 
billionaire Zionist war criminal George Soros and currently knee-deep in spreading more Zionist 
disinformation to lay the groundwork for criminal aggression against Syria (14). The entire affair 
stunk of hysterical Holocaust® imagery, bringing back such classics as the “  human soap” made from 
the fat of Jewish corpses, a lie of monstrous proportions (15), and the “  human skin lampshades,” 
a falsehood of the same gargantuan magnitude (16). Lantos had developed a perfect pretext, 
granting precious fuel to the fire of his “Holocaust® conscious” tribal brethren to deliver Iraq into the 
jaws of a Judaic deathtrap. 

All the while, both before and especially after Lantos’ infamous (and deplorable) “Incubator Babies” 
hearings, neoconservative commentators like the vile, violent, villainous and influential Charles 
Krauthammer and their Likudnik overlords in occupied Palestine unleashed a stream of hasbara
about Saddam Hussein being the reincarnation of Adolf Hitler and Iraq being the new Nazi 
Germany (17). Note the tactics which personify redundancy: since World War II, any head of state 
who has opposed the Zionist quest for global supremacy or who rejects puppetry for sovereignty on any
level is “Hitler,” their nation is “Germany” and their people are “Nazis.” This is a twisted Jewish-
created, Zionist-fueled blood libel against the exceptional, resilient German people. Excluding maybe 
the magnificent, steadfast Palestinian people who have been under Zionist assault for more than a 
century, no ethnic/religious group in modern day has been abused, slandered, libeled and berated with 
this pathetic Zionist demonization quite like the Iraqis. 
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Tom Lantos and Stephen
Solarz, tribal kinsmen and
Zionist agents, played vital

roles in the Jewish plot
to deliver Iraq into oblivion. 

Moreover, the criminal Zionist entity was also exerting sledgehammer-like pressure on the government 
of President George Bush Sr., threatening that if America didn’t attack Iraq, “Israel” would take the 
matter into its own hands, and it even went as far as demanding that America use nuclear weapons 
against the ancient Arab nation. Meanwhile, the aforementioned Richard Perle and then-head of the 
House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs Congressman Stephen Solarz set up 
the Committee for Peace and Security in the Gulf, a Jewish-Zionist pressure front to catalyze support in
the popular and congressional spheres for demolishing Iraq. With the group garnering immediate 
results, Perle and his neoconservative tribal brethren then hit the Zionist media with a firestorm, 
relentlessly promoting their hyper-Zionist hawkishness until the Bush administration succumbed 
and “embraced” this exact position (18). 

At the height of Desert Storm, neoconservative stalwart and well-connected Orthodox Jewish lawyer 
Bruce Fein, invoking none other than World War II, clamorously called on the Bush Sr. 
administration to reduce Iraq to rubble so the “woolly-headed” Iraqi people could be punished 
the way that the Germans of Dresden and Berlin and the Japanese of Tokyo were mercilessly 
punished by the Allied powers’ indiscriminate bombing campaigns (19). The homicidal Zionist 
Fein would not get his wish completely granted until the 2003 invasion but it is certain that it was 
partially granted in the middle of the night on February 26th, carrying over into February 27th, when 
one of the ghastliest crimes against humanity in modern history was committed against an Iraqi 
convoy of around 2,000 military and civilian vehicles retreating along a highway from Kuwait 
back to Iraq in full cooperation with UN Resolution 660: “The Highway of Death.” In a sheer act 
of evil, nothing but pure, unadulterated evil, American forces maliciously and murderously 
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bombed the convoy, incinerating tens of thousands of Iraqis and destroying thousands of cars, 
buses, trucks and tanks (20). 

The "Highway of Death" 
massacre is one of the most

brutal crimes against humanity
committed in the modern era, one
that the neoconservatives are very

proud of.
The casualty count stands as low as 50,000 and as high 150,000 Iraqi men, women and children; 
the reason for the discrepancy is that the Bush administration ordered its forces to bury the 
bodies in unmarked mass graves, thus burying the butchery from the eyes of the world (21). 
Many commentators and politicos have questioned the reasoning behind the “Highway of Death,” 
expressing puzzlement at why it would have been ordered when the Gulf War was, for all intents and 
purposes, over; it was mind-boggling and simply made no sense. 

Their astonishment remains so because they have chosen, out of fear of Jewish sensitivities, not to 
examine the darkness of the Jewish revenge holiday known as Purim, a deranged and cultish event 
derived from the biblical Book of Esther where Jews across the world celebrate the massacring of 
Haman, Chief Minister of the Persian King, Haman’s sons and 75,000 other Persian men, women and 
children. Haman is the descendant of a king of the Amalekites, the eternal enemy of the Jews according
to Judaism, and this narrative is very dear to the hearts of the occupying, oppressing Jewish-Zionist 
invaders in Palestine. The “Highway of Death” and the 2003 invasion of Iraq were both launched 
on Purim, the former at the end of the Jewish death holiday, the latter at the start (22), and this is 
very much by design. 
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Chabad Rebbe Menachem
Mendel Schneerson: genocidal

supremacist, anti-Gentile
xenophobe and "spiritual" guide

to Iraq's Jewish destroyers. 
The “spiritual” guide of the neoconservative cabal that secured the Gulf War and its follow-up was 
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, the racist, xenophobic and genocidal leader of the immensely-
influential Chabad Lubavitch gangster cult of supremacists. As per the teachings of and to please the 
“good Rebbe,” who believed non-Jews to not only be inferior to Jews, but a different species entirely, 
the Jewish-Zionist neoconservatives planned and triggered these wars on Purim to spill the blood
of the   goyim  , specifically the enemies of “Israel.” And as if to gloat about what they had just 
unleashed upon Iraq, just 5 mere days after the insidious Purim bloodshed on the “Highway of 
Death,” Rabbi Schneerson was honored in an official ceremony at the US congress for achieving 
“eminence as a moral leader for this country (23).” It is also vital to note that despite Schneerson 
passing away 3 years after the Gulf War, the links between the neoconservatives and Chabad 
Lubavitch are as strong as ever (24). 

The “guidance” provided by the supremacist hatemonger Rabbi Schneerson and his honoring at the 
hands of a Zionist-owned US Congress directly after the “Highway of Death” massacre, as well as the 
ominous timing of staging the invasions on the morbid Jewish holiday of Purim are perhaps, nay, 
indeed the strongest indicators of the Jewish roots of Iraq’s plight. However, it is integral to the record 
to note, that the “Israelified” positions and policies of the neoconservatives vis-à-vis Iraq have their 
origins in the Zionist entity itself. 

From PNAC to 9/11 to Iraq
and back again, all roads lead

straight to the usurping Zionist
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dragon occupying Palestine.
Zion, Harbinger Of Death II: The 2003 Invasion 

As far back as the late 1950s, the usurping “Israeli” regime, in its objective to disrupt and topple the 
fiercely-pro-Palestine revolutionary Iraqi government, was providing extensive military aid, including 
weapons and training to Kurdish collaborationists. Thousands of Mossad agents operated in the 
northern regions of Iraq to not only assist their Kurdish clients, but to direct undercover operations. As 
early as 1963, the Zionist entity was providing security for the corrupt and brutal Kurdish dictator 
Mustafa Barzani (who would later be succeeded by his equally corrupt and brutal son, Massoud 
Barzani), providing his personal militias with weaponry and tens of millions of dollars in support. And 
since 1979, “Israel” and its various military-intelligence apparatuses have used the Kurdish 
collaborationists as a powerful proxy force against the revolutionary Islamic Republic of Iran 
that overthrew its close and staunchly-pro-“Israel” ally, the Shah (25). This collaboration of 
course, continues in depth and in its entirety to this very day.

In the February 1982 edition of Kivunim (Issue No, 14--Winter, 5742), “A Journal for Judaism and 
Zionism” for the tremendously powerful World Zionist Organization, “Israeli” foreign policy advisor 
Oded Yinon laid the foreign policy objectives of of the Zionist entity in graphic detail via an essay 
entitled “A Strategy for Israel In The 1980s.” Regarding Iraq, Yinon wrote in no uncertain terms, “Iraq, 
rich in oil on the one hand and internally torn on the other, is guaranteed as a candidate for Israel's 
targets. Its dissolution is even more important for us than that of Syria. Iraq is stronger than Syria. In 
the short run it is Iraqi power which constitutes the greatest threat to Israel. Every kind of inter-Arab 
confrontation will assist us in the short run and will shorten the way to the more important aim of 
breaking up Iraq into denominations as in Syria and in Lebanon. In Iraq, a division into provinces along
ethnic/religious lines as in Syria during Ottoman times is possible. So, three (or more) states will exist
around the three major cities: Basra, Baghdad and Mosul, and Shi'ite areas in the south will 
separate from the Sunni and Kurdish north (26).”

Richard Perle:
ringleader of the "Clean

Break" team and architect
of the Jewish decimation 
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of the Iraqi nation.
These plans were echoed and revitalized 14 years later by the “Study Group on a New Israeli Strategy 
Toward 2000” of the Institute for Advanced Strategic and Political Studies, an occupied-Palestine-
based Zionist think tank that developed policy for then (and current) “Israeli” Prime Minister, 
Benjamin Netanyahu (real name: Benjamin Mileikowsky). This “study group,” comprised of Richard 
Perle (the leader of the bunch), James Colbert, Charles Fairbanks, Jr., Douglas Feith, Robert 
Loewenberg, David Wurmser, and Meyrav Wurmser, all prominent “Israel”-first neoconservatives and 
founding members of PNAC, would compose a dangerous paper entitled, “  A Clean Break: A New 
Strategy for Securing the Realm,” which advocated working with the collaborationist states of 
Jordan and Turkey to overthrow the governments of Syria and Iraq then subsequently redraw 
the lines of the current maps of those states to benefit the “security” of the Zionist entity (27). 
Perle, Feith and David Wurmser would later serve as domineering officials in the Bush regime. 

Due to the desire to see Iraq leveled and redefined along Zionist lines being ingrained in “Israeli” 
political thought for nearly as many years as the Zionist entity has been in existence, as well as the 
already-established facts of intimate Jewish involvement in the execution of the Gulf War, it should not 
come as a surprise at all that it wasn’t just the “Israeli” occupation government at the time, led by war 
criminal and butcher of Qibya Ariel Sharon (real name: Ariel Scheinermann), “enthusiastically” 
supporting the invasion of Iraq, but 77.5% of the “Israeli” public as well (28). 

There was “near unanimity” from the American Jewish Community in its support for the 
decimation of Iraq, with every major Jewish group, from the “left” and from the “right,” from 
the secular side and the religious side respectively, towing the same tribal warmongering line all 
in the name of the security of the usurping Zionist entity. This support manifested itself into 
severe lobbying in a seemingly integrated effort between American Jewry and the Sharon regime 
(29). American Jews only began to come out against the invasion of Iraq four years after the carnage 
that they domineeringly instigated began and they admittedly only did so because it benefitted 
Jewish interests (30). 

Four months before the invasion of Iraq, “Israel” began helping the Zionist-occupied United States 
government prepare for the assault by training its soldiers in urban warfare, providing it intelligence 
and conducting “clandestine surveillance missions in the Western Iraqi desert.” The Zionist entity 
built mock cities for the invasion training that “far surpassed” the facilities anything that 
America could concoct and to this moment, these sites remain classified (31). 

In this case, “helping” is Zionist doublespeak for “directing.” And the Zionist entity’s direction extends 
even further back than this; in fact, it extends back to the very reason why America is waging unending 
war in the Islamic world under the guise of the “war on terror”: 9/11. Not only were the September 
11th terror attacks a Jewish false flag from start to finish, soup to nuts, organizationally and 
ideologically, organized by Mossad and intimately assisted by a wealthy and powerful network of 
American   sayanim  , including the PNAC cabal who played an extensive role indeed (32), they were
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framed from an “  Israeli” point of view from the moment the planes smashed into the towers, with 
Zionist occupation officials, chiefly former “Israeli” Prime Minister and current Defense 
Minister Ehud Barak (real name: Ehud Brog), providing commentary that demonized the 
Palestinian people and called for Iraq, Libya and Iran to be overthrown and destroyed (33). 

Paul Wolfowitz: 
The driving militarist 

force behind Iraq's murder
and devout servant of

the usurping Jewish entity.
PNAC ringleader, Jewish supremacist and neoconservative kingpin Paul Wolfowitz, who was 
investigated for spying on behalf of the Zionist entity in 1978, began calling for Iraq to be attacked 
just four days after the September 11th horrors. In 1992, he developed America’s preemptive war
policy, known as “The Wolfowitz Doctrine” and later renamed “The Bush Doctrine” by fellow 
PNAC member and aforementioned neoconservative stalwart Charles Krauthammer, with the 
close assistance of secret “Israeli” documents obtained by his Jewish supremacist mentor and 
neoconservative guru, Cold War nuclear strategist Albert Wohlstetter (34). Despite Wolfowitz 
holding the position of ‘mere’ Deputy Secretary of State, his ubiquitousness leaves the impression that 
it is he who was really ‘Commander and Chief.’

It was Wolfowitz who, in the days immediately following 9/11, conceived an intelligence operation 
called the “Office of Special Plans (OSP)” to shape public opinion regarding an invasion of Iraq. Led 
by yet another PNAC signatory, Abram Shulsky, a political protégé of “Prince of Darkness” Richard 
Perle and ideological student of Jewish supremacist Leo Strauss, the OSP became President Bush’s 
main source of intelligence and left the DIA “intimidated and beaten to a pulp” and the CIA with 
“no guts at all.” The OSP, which arrogantly referred to itself as “The Cabal,” relied on the 
information that it was fed by notorious Iraqi turncoat Ahmad Chalabi and his Iraqi National 
Congress (INC). Former DIA Middle East Intelligence Chief W. Patrick Lang confirmed that the 
OSP was “running Chalabi (35).” The neoconservatives weren’t just “running” the exceedingly 
abhorrent Iraqi traitor; they were the persons who created and nurtured his political stardom. 

Chalabi’s mentor was none other than Albert Wohltsetter, the neoconservative grandsire who guided 
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Wolfowitz and so many other operatives of the OSP “Cabal.” Chalabi studied under Wohlsetter at the 
University of Chicago in the late 1960s and obtained his doctorate with his guidance. The “old man of 
neoconservatism” reunited with Chalabi in 1985, when he introduced his Iraqi student to his most 
successful protégés, Richard Perle and Paul Wolfowitz. From thereon out, the three men forged 
abyssal ties at their mentor’s behest and just a few years after their meeting, Chalabi’s INC 
would be vociferously backed and launched into the Washington DC spotlight by Perle, 
Wolfowitz and the infamous Orientalist, originator of the "Clash of Civilizations" paradigm     and 
hardline Zionist “scholar,” Professor Bernard Lewis of Princeton (36).

The Jewish-Zionist "Cabal"
could not have carried out its

bloodthirsty objectives without
the assistance of malevolent mass

murderer and lifelong "Israeli" war
criminal, Ariel Sharon.

Chalabi and his INC weren’t the only sources of information for the OSP though. The “Cabal” had 
forged intimate ties with a parallel, like-similar intelligence operation in the office of slaughterous 
“Israeli” Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, established for the extremely particular reason of bypassing 
Mossad and funneling raw data right into the hands of its neoconservative tribesmen across the 
Atlantic. This neoconservative-“Israeli” nexus was responsible for concocting the “yellowcake 
uranium from Niger” and “weapons of mass destruction” lies that were instrumental in 
triggering the ‘03 invasion. Countless “Israelis” were brought into the Pentagon to assist the OSP
with the operation to mutilate Iraq and none of them were cleared through the typical channels. 
This is because Douglas Feith, Undersecretary of Defense, axed the typical channels, and the 
typical documents (37). 

Arguably, Feith is more connected to the usurping “Israeli” entity than any of his Jewish brethren. A 
well-known anti-Arab racist and militant Zionist whose father served as a terrorist in the Betar youth 
movement founded by Ze’ev “Iron Wall” Jabotinsky (real name: Vladimir Yevgenyevich Zhabotinsky),
Feith has been implicated in spying for the Zionist regime twice, once in 1982 and then again in 2004. 
He has unapologetic and familial links to the Zionist Organization of America, the American Jewish 
Committee, JINSA, the Center for Security Policy and the Middle East Forum. Disgustingly, it was 
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Douglas Feith’s law firm, Feith & Zell, a practice initially based in occupied Palestine to start 
with before moving to Washington DC that merged with occupied-Palestine-based Zell, Goldberg
& Co. to become Fandz International Law Group, which brought American companies into Iraq 
after the invasion and “assisted” them in “reconstructing” the besieged Arab nation (38).

Douglas Feith: 
arguably the most 

hawkish Zionist in the 
entire Jewish "Cabal."

Not coincidentally, it would be none other than Feith who would be put in charge of “reconstructing” 
Iraq. To maximize Zionist profits, Marc Zell, Feith’s partner in Fandz International Law Group, would 
go on to found the “Iraqi International Law Group (IILG)” with Salem “Sam” Chalabi, the nephew of 
none other than Ahmad Chalabi. This joint “Israeli”-Iraqi venture was the very first international law 
firm to open on Iraqi soil and it boastfully proclaimed on its website that, “Our clients number among 
the largest corporations and institutions on the planet.” Zell is an ultra-Zionist “Israeli” citizen and 
illegal settler that lives in the Jewish colony of Alon Shevut in the occupied West Bank. He served 
as a member of the Likud Party’s central committee and like Feith, is a vehement anti-Arab 
racist (39). Jewish birds of a feather indeed do flock together and in this case, the species of bird is 
“Zionist hawk.”

It was Feith, along with Paul Wolfowitz, Abram Shulsky, Elliot Abrams, Perle and the rest of the 
OSP “Cabal,” who were responsible for bringing in Shin Bet and Mossad advisors to teach the 
US military “Israeli” methods in torture and humiliation. The OSP was the group that organized 
the “Israeli”-led seminars in urban warfare and interrogation techniques because they made it 
clear that the Zionist occupiers of Palestine experienced “successes” in “dealing” with the Arabs. 
The OSP was also responsible for initiating the dreadful “de-Baathification” process that gutted 
Iraq’s civil and state structures (40), rendering it a place of severe poverty and social hellishness. 
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Purim:
A day of cannibalistic 
celebration for Jews;

a day of nightmares and 
tragedies for Iraqis.

To reiterate, Iraq was invaded on March 20th, 2003, the day of Purim, where Jews around the world 
behave in a disturbingly cannibalistic manner and eat pastries called “hamantaschen,” a Yiddish word 
for the ears of Haman, the Persian villain of the aforementioned Book of Esther. Over the years, Jews 
have taken   hamantaschen   to even more disturbing levels by making cookies and other pastries 
out of Haman’s eyes, feet and other body parts and organs (41). It is sick and tremendously fitting 
that this is what is done on Purim, for Jewish interests cannibalized Iraq. Bruce Fein, the 
neoconservative Orthodox Jewish lawyer that wanted the Iraqi people to be “punished” during the Gulf
War, would have his demented fantasy brought to fruition on Purim Day 2003 as terror rained down in 
the exact shock and awe “  systematic air campaign” that the “Cabal,” under their Committee for 
Peace and Security in the Gulf banner, explicitly called for in a letter to war criminal President 
Bill Clinton on February 19th, 1998 (42). 

In conjunction with the de-Baathification process designed by the OSP and the ongoing genocidal air 
strikes, the Zionist entity deployed its agents across Iraq. Mossad butchered Iraq’s intelligentsia, 
murdering 530 scientists and academics, initiated a campaign of extermination and ethnic cleansing of 
the Iraqi Christian community and commissioned Ze’ev Belinsky, a Zionist criminal who is one of the 
leading businessmen behind the Apartheid Wall in occupied Palestine, to build a separation wall in 
Baghdad to divide Shi’a and Sunni communities and breed enmity between them. Belinsky’s efforts 
were aided by the seemingly omnipresent Ahmad Chalabi, who was involved with Mossad himself in 
the 1980s. Mossad also unleashed car bombs, its speciality, throughout occupied Iraq, to coincide 
with and compliment the instigation of Sunni-Shi’a division by its asset, Belinsky. Mossad was 
also assisted in its bombing campaign by another wing of the “Cabal,” the “Preemptive 
Operations Group (P2OG),” created by the Defense Science Board, run by William J. Schneider 
Jr., hardline Zionist and PNAC representative. P2OG was given billions by the Zionist-controlled
Pentagon for assassinations, sabotage and deception to tear Iraq to shreds (43), and with Mossad, 
that’s exactly what it did. 
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After the neoconservatives
brought the invasion of Iraq

to fruition, Mossad, the 
usurping Jewish regime's

international terrorism apparatus, 
began tearing it apart from the inside out.
After getting their “free pass” from the likes of Wolfowitz and Feith, interrogation specialists from IOF 
began operating in secret Iraqi intelligence centers, conducting torture to extract information that could 
be used by the Zionist entity in future engagements of military adventurism while Mossad ran its own 
network of ‘black site’ prisons across Iraq, torturing innocents and offering them death or a job to work 
as a Zionist informant. The notorious Abu Ghraib affair, which was directly overseen by the OSP, also 
had “Israeli” fingerprints all over it, with “Israeli” torture tactics from the dungeons of the occupied 
West Bank being used on hundreds of Iraqi civilians and the army officials involved all possessing 
strong ties to the Zionist military establishment. With assistance from UNESCO, a Zionist-linked organ
of the United Nations, Mossad perpetrated the theft and desecration of Iraq’s precious and ancient 
history while 70 of its front firms operating under Arabic, English and Turkish names set up shop 
within Iraq to annex land, specifically oil fields, and establish business operations which currently 
stand at $300 million annually (44). 

Iraq was not only being cannibalized by the Jewish supremacist network but capitalized upon at every 
turn. The head of the Coalition (Colonial) Provisional Authority (CPA), which was in charge of 
restructuring Iraqi society after the Zionists and their proxies finished turning it into rubble, was 
lifelong neoconservative L. Paul Bremer, who reported directly to the office of the Secretary of 
Defense, i.e. Wolfowitz, Perle, Feith and the “Cabal.” Bremer was coming from a Chairman and CEO 
position at Marsh Crisis Consulting, a subsidiary of Marsh & McLennan Companies/AIG, owned by 
Jewish billionaire criminal Maurice Greenberg, who played a major role in the Zionist false flag 
attack on September 11th (32). It is stunningly and thoroughly nauseating how tightly-knit that this 
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guild of fanatics is.    

Bremor’s senior adviser (read: handler) was Dan Senor, who shaped the communications and policies 
of the CPA. Senor is an “Israeli” citizen whose family is tremendously committed to Zionism. His 
mother worked for the “Israeli” consul general in Toronto for nearly three decades and his father was 
the national director of the Canadian Society for the Weizmann Institute of Science and also did work 
for the Jewish Agency. His sister heads the al-Quds office for AIPAC, where he interned when he was 
22. And Senor himself was the former director for the US-“Israel” Business Exchange. On March 13th,
2004, just three months before the puppet Iraqi government would be put into to power, Michael 
Fleischer, brother of Jewish-Zionist hawk and White House spokesperson Ari Fleischer, became 
director of Private Sector Development in occupied Iraq, effectively giving him control over 200 state-
owned businesses, which he then privatized, robbing the Iraqi people of billions of dollars. Before 
entering Iraq to pulverize its economy alongside Senor, Fleischer “took a leave of absence” from 
his status as president of Bogen Communications International, a front for “Israeli” military 
intelligence since 1995 (45). 

And what of the Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, whom Bremer and his Jewish handlers were 
purportedly reporting to, or more accurately, updating? Many commentators and anti-Zionist politicos 
have rightly pegged Rumsfeld as the frontman for the Jewish-Zionist “Cabal” that planned and 
executed Iraq’s terrible fate. While this is most certainly true, there is a key, albeit little-known extra 
that they’re missing. 

Rumsfeld was also the frontman for the Jewish Elite’s business interests in occupied Iraq, as he was a 
major investor in the Cerberus Global Investments, a holdings firm based in New York City that now 
owns the Zionist occupation regime’s interest in Bank Leumi. Cerberus is run by 45-year old Zionist 
Stephen Feinberg, a “New York Jew with a golden touch.” His right hand man, Michael Steinhardt, is 
“one of America’s biggest supporters of Jewish and Israeli causes” and an arch neoconservative. The 
Jewish megacorporation is responsible for setting up military bases and camps across occupied 
Iraq (46). This was no doubt done with the direct assistance of the “Cabal” and Feith in particular, who
oversaw Iraq’s reconstruction after it was invaded and brutalized in totality. 
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Avi Dichter, former
head of Shin Bet,

is shamelessly proud 
of how successful "Israel" 

was in destroying Iraq.
Zionist war criminal Avi Dichter, the former “Israeli” Minister of Internal Security, former head of Shin
Bet (Shabak) from 2000-2005 and current member of the racist institution of the Knesset, issued an 
ominous speech to the “Israeli” National Security Research Center on May 26, 2010 in which he 
shockingly bragged about what the Zionist entity had done to Iraq after seven years of annihilation. 
Dichter told the audience unequivocally, “  We have achieved in Iraq more than we expected and 
planned. Iraq has vanished as a military force and as a unified country. Our strategic option is to 
keep it divided. Our strategic goal is to not allow Iraq to take its regional and Arabic role back. 
Iraq must stay divided and isolated from its regional environment. Nobody can ignore what we 
have achieved in this field. Iraq can never be the same Iraq before 2003 (44).” No further 
commentary is necessary.

Just as insolent, supercilious and revealing was a March 26th, 2003 op-ed by prominent “Israeli” 
columnist Ariel Natan Pasko in the religious Zionist mouthpiece paper Arutz Sheva, based in the illegal
Zionist settlement of Beit El. Entitled “  Judaism: This War Is For Us (47),” Pasko lays it all on the 
line from the opening words of his piece, “Stop and think for a moment: the last Gulf War in 1991 
ended erev - just before - Purim. This Gulf War began motzei - just after - Shushan Purim. Get the 
picture? In between, ‘The Jews had light, and gladness, and joy, and honor (Book of Esther 8:16).’ Of 
course this war against Iraq and Saddam Hussein is for us. Most Jews in America and Israel want the 
US to capture Saddam Hussein and his gang, disarm Iraq of Weapons of Mass Destruction, institute 
some form of regime change, and introduce freedom and democracy.” As telling as these excerpts are, 
Pasko goes even further in true Jewish supremacist fashion, “As I said earlier, of course this war is for 
the Jews and Israel, and instead of hiding from the accusation, or crying, ‘anti-Semitic slur’, we should 
gratefully acknowledge what the Master of the Universe is doing to our enemies for us.”

After these brutally honest admissions from persons “in the know,” coupled with the plethora of 
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damning evidence that preceded, how can it be doubted even for a moment that the disintegration of 
Iraq was Jewish at the root? Can it really be doubted at all? And has anyone taken the time to ponder 
how deep the root of Jewish destruction actually goes? Does anyone truly realize how much havoc and 
sheer, unadulterated evil that these Zionist murderers have wreaked upon Iraq?  

Millions of Iraqi
innocents have been

murdered or wounded
just so Zionist Jewry

could rejoice over more
"Israeli" expansionism.

The Statistics: A Nation Liquidated, All For The Sake Of “Greater Israel”

The Gulf War and the cruel, criminal sanctions that followed, triggered by ultra-Zionist deceiver and 
war criminal Tom Lantos, the usurping Zionist entity and the neoconservative “Cabal,” left Iraq’s 
drinking water infrastructure destroyed, its sewage system crumbled, its electrical power grid in ruins, 
its national healthcare infrastructure in rubble, with over 100 hospitals and healthcare centers 
pummeled to dust, its national education system shattered, with more than 4,000 schools, institutes, 
colleges and universities turned to shards, its textile, transportation, telecom, light and pharmaceutical 
sectors devastated and the social fabric of the country left in complete tatters. More than 2 million 
Iraqis, including 700,000 children, were murdered by the Zionist-engineered sanctions in the 
aftermath of the Gulf War. 1.5 million more children were made orphans. Countless other Iraqis 
were rendered sick with radiation disease or critically wounded by the leftover depleted uranium 
and cluster bombs (48). 

The 2003 invasion, calculated and unleashed by the deceptive tactics of the Jewish-Zionist “Cabal” for 
the benefit of the Zionist entity, their object of idolatrous worship, only brought more death and 
carnage. From 2003-2010 alone, the “systematic air campaign” and the chaotic violence on the ground 
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being fomented, managed and manipulated by Mossad and P2OG murdered 2.5 million Iraqis 
according to official statistics publicized in outrage by the Iraqi Ministry of Women’s Affairs. 
More than 1 million women were left widowed, over 4 million children were left orphaned and at 
least 800,000 persons had gone missing (49). In Basra, the main city of Iraq’s south, the rising 
cancer rates and horrific birth defects that began with the Gulf War shot through the roof after it
was hammered with more depleted uranium in 2003, with thousands of lives still being 
threatened with imminent death from the radiation poisoning and the worst cases being in the 
overcrowded neighborhoods of al-Zubair, Abu Khaseeb and al-Qarna (50). In Fallujah, a major 
city of Iraq’s west, the situation is an echo but far worse. Birth defects afflict 14.7% of all Iraqi 
babies in Fallujah, more than 14 times the rate of Hiroshima and Nagasaki (51). 

There have been no hearings at the International Court of Justice or the International Criminal Court. 
There have been no “special tribunals” signed into action by the United Nations. There have been no 
viral social media campaigns calling for the arrest of Iraq’s butchers, rapists, torturers, plunderers and 
murderers. There has been nothing. There has been silence. There has been daunting silence. The world
has watched Iraq get literally bled dry by a cabalistic group of homicidal tribalist fanatics who believe 
in their supremacy over the rest of humanity and it hasn’t even blinked because it is scared half to death
of being pegged with a certain label by this exact same cabalistic group. 

Justice continues to evade the 
Iraqi people because "activists,"
out of fear of "anti-Semitism,"
are too scared to pursue and

punish Iraq's real murderers:
Organized Jewry.

That label is “anti-Semitism,” a ridiculous and monolithically false paradigm that the Zionist 
criminal network and the Jewish supremacists who govern it have used for far too long to shield 
to themselves from criticism and investigation, no matter how egregious and despicable the acts 
and/or behavior may be (52). And there is nothing in the modern era that is quite as loathsome and 
infuriating as what has been done to Iraq. Millions of Iraqis whose lives have been snuffed out and 
millions of others who will never be the same again after the maiming of their beautiful nation at the 
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grimy, bloody hands of these “Chosenite” warmongers do not know justice because the true nature of 
what has befallen Iraq is too heavy for the persons who normally speak out in the name of “activism.” 
These petrified “activists” are currying favor for the Jewish “Cabal,” knowingly or unknowingly, and it
is horrifyingly pathetic.
        
A final point needs to be inserted into the record that no, these supremely malevolent crimes against 
humanity, this genocidal insanity, was not, repeat, WAS NOT engineered for “American oil interests” as
it is so often repeated by the aforementioned gaggle of cowards. 

The “war for oil” slogan is a creation of Zionist ideologues from the same Jewish tribal network that 
turned Iraq into the rotting corpse it is today. US oil corporations were able, willing and ready to deal 
with Saddam Hussein because they feared losing out to Russian, Asian and European competition once 
Iraq no longer accepted dollars for oil in its switch to a Euros-only policy. These companies had 
already been in deep economic engagement with Iraq’s oil administration, despite sanctions, embargoes
and US government disapproval from both Congress and the President’s office. War would severely 
damage their business relationship with Saddam, and it obviously did once the occupation began; it 
degenerated into nothingness. In reality, the “war for oil” endlessly talked about was actually a war
for “Israeli” oil interests (53), as per the abominable September 1st, 1975 Memorandum of 
Understanding signed between the United States and the Zionist regime, which stated:

Whenever the Zionist
entity is in need of oil,
the United States will

go and fight another war
to secure it ASAP, as per the treachery

of the 1975 MOU between the
Jewish "state" and America.

“The United States Government will make every effort to be fully responsive, within the limits of its 
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resources and Congressional authorization and appropriation, on an ongoing and long-term basis, to 
Israel's military equipment and other defense requirements, to its energy requirements and to its 
economic needs.” Also, “  If the oil Israel needs to meet all its normal requirements for domestic 
consumption is unavailable for purchase in circumstances where no quantitative restrictions exist
on the ability of the United States to procure oil to meet its normal requirements, the United 
States Government will promptly make oil available for purchase by Israel to meet all of the 
aforementioned normal requirements of Israel (54).” 

To simplify, whenever the Zionist entity needs oil, as per the 1975 MOU, America will answer the 
beckoned call of “Israel” and go secure the oil for it. The 1975 MOU neatly fits into the “  Greater 
Israel” dream so romantically desired by the bloodthirsty Zionist leadership, even concretely 
solidifying it. Iraq was invaded for the expansion of the Jewish supremacist entity, which was 
designed from Zionism’s birth to conquer the oil-rich Arab lands between Egypt’s Nile and Iraq’s
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers (55). Verily, these are the most prudent details never discussed by the 
erroneous “war for oil” crowd for incandescently clear tribal reasons, but there are other historical 
details never mentioned either which are equally important. 

In 1927, the British Empire, acting at the behest of Lord Rothschild and his immensely powerful 
Jewish banking clan, built a pipeline from Kirkuk to Haifa to accommodate the energy needs of Zionist
Jews illegally migrating into Palestine. After more than two decades of regional conflict, especially 
unified uprisings in Iraq against the oppressive UK-installed, pro-“Israel” monarchy, the pipeline was 
severely damaged and it eventually decayed, although the transit route remained. Once the US military 
occupation was firm in Iraq’s ground, Bush reopened the idea of renovating the pipeline much to the 
delight of his Zionist controllers in the “Cabal.” Mass murderer Netanyahu commented in 
affirmation, “Soon you will see Iraqi oil flowing to Haifa. It is just a matter of time until the 
pipeline is reconstituted, and Iraqi oil will flow to the Mediterranean. It's not a pipe dream.” And
in April of 2008, the plan to transport Kirkuk’s oil to Haifa was finalized via Jordan, the 
usurping Zionist entity’s monarchical ally, who assisted the project for a lucrative transfer fee 
(53). Again, the Jewishness of Iraq’s plight rears its ugly head.

The entire matter is heartrending beyond comprehension. Iraq was once the “cradle of civilization”; a 
Middle Eastern jewel. Now it is a wasteland, forgotten by all except those who call it home, the Iraqis, 
as ignored as they are demonized. Those with karameh (Arabic for dignity) and those who defiantly 
scream, “Ana ma bkhaf! (Arabic for I am not afraid!)” will add their names to the list of persons who 
haven’t forgotten, who strive to see the cycle of apathy changed. The annihilation of Iraq was Jewish at 
the root, and the ideological mujahideen (Arabic for strugglers; fighters) who are strongly intent on 
seeing the brutal terrorists responsible for one of the greatest crimes of this age pay for what they have 
done, will indeed cling to the sumoud (Arabic for steadfastness) that is necessary to struggle onwards, 
until the whole world hears this truth ring from the valleys low to the mountains high.
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Weapons of mass destruction:
unleashed upon humanity by the twisted

Jewish supremacist minds of 
Oppenheimer, Teller and Cohen; forever

engraved into the framework of Iraq's pain.
(graphic by Skulz Fontaine)

Hell Weapons Dropped On Iraq And The Jewish Madmen Who Created Them

Many, in the alternative and pseudo-mainstream press alike, have told the ungodly stories and relayed 
the savage reports about the effects that the occupation’s white phosphorus, depleted uranium, cluster 
bombs, napalm and mark-77 have had on the people of Iraq, specifically in Basra and Fallujah. But one
story that has never been adequately discussed is the use of full-force nuclear weapons on Iraqi soil. In 
1991, during the “Highway of Death” massacre, US forces dropped a five-kiloton nuclear bomb on 
Basra, causing a massive seismic event that has since been confirmed by the UK-based 
International Seismological Center. An Iraqi doctor in Basra, Jawad al-Ali, revealed that before 
the Gulf War, there were only 32 cases of tumors in the southern city. After the Gulf War, due to 
the nuke and the depleted uranium munitions, there were over 600, a staggering 2,000% increase 
(56). 

Full-force nuclear weapons were deployed again in 2003, when US occupation forces, during their 
assault on Baghdad Airport, dropped neutron bombs on Iraqi Resistance fighters, slaughtering 
about 2,000 and leaving their “bodies burnt to the bones (57).” Before this criminal act of 
aggression, a “test run” was carried out when neutron bombs were unleashed on a small village 30 
miles from Baghdad. 12-year old (at the time) Ali Abbas watched his entire family, ten members, 
get incinerated by the destructive weapon. Ali himself lost his arms in the blast and sustained 
horrific burns across his torso. Ali’s terribly scarred body is the only evidence of this outrageous 
crime, as the neutron bombs eradicated any other proof, including his family, to dust (58). 
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The Baghdad International
Airport was slammed with

"shock and awe" tactics and
neutron bombs by Zionist proxy,

the United States of America.
It mustn’t be pushed to the wayside that as mentioned earlier in this study, it was the Zionist entity, 
during the Gulf War, that first suggested, or rather, demanded, that the United States bombard 
Iraq with nuclear weapons (18), and on queue, that is exactly what the Jewish Power Matrix’s 
American attack dog did. But there are two questions that need to be asked before delving into the 
importance of nuclear weapons to “Israeli” thinking and policy. What kind of deranged, devilish mind 
would conjure up the idea of such destructive weapons? And, who exactly were the satanic minds who 
actually did bring them into being?

The answer to question one is: a Jewish mind. The answer to question two is: J. Robert Oppenheimer, 
who directed the (predominantly Jewish) Manhattan Project which gave the world the atom bomb, 
Edward Teller, a Hungarian Jew who gave the world the hydrogen bomb, and Samuel T. Cohen, a 
Brooklyn-born Austrian Jew who gave the world the neutron bomb. Cohen noted that “Jewish identity”
was the driving force behind these men (and himself) entering into this scientific field of destruction 
and like their neoconservative tribal brethren, “Holocaust® consciousness” was seen as the core of 
this “Jewish identity” as many of the scientists, including Cohen, Teller and Oppenheimer 
particularly, initially anticipated for the nukes dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki to be 
dropped on National Socialist Germany. Cohen himself, according to his daughter had an 
“arrogant attitude” about Jewish intelligence and was tremendously proud of being Jewish. The 
father of the neutron bomb infamously declared, “I’m a lousy Jew, but beneath the surface I’m 
really Jewish. I can’t help it (59).” The meaning of this cryptic, chilling statement will be critically 
examined in the following section. 
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The Jewish godfathers of
WMDs helped the usurping

Zionist entity acquire its illegal
nuclear arsenal.

Cohen’s colleague, father of the hydrogen bomb Edward Teller, was described by another Jewish-
Zionist colleague of theirs, Isidor Rabi, in frighteningly frank terms, “  If pure evil is walking on the 
planet, it is undoubtedly Teller (60).” Accordingly, the “pure evil” of Edward Teller began working 
with another incarnation of pure evil, the Zionist regime,   in 1952, along with his rival, J. Robert 
Oppenheimer, when al-Nakba architect David Ben-Gurion (real name: David Grün) invited them
to his home in Tel Aviv to discuss the nuclear program of “Israel.” Oppenheimer would meet 
Ben-Gurion again in 1958 at the inauguration of the Weizmann Institute’s nuclear research 
division for several lengthy conversations pertaining to the Zionist entity’s attempts to acquire 
“the bomb (61).” 

It was Teller though, not Oppenheimer, who would be at the very heart of Zionism’s nuclear project. He
advised the usurping Jewish entity for more than 20 years, including in regards to how to 
construct his hydrogen bomb, and he did so, admittedly, for his “Israeli” relatives, and of course, 
the Holocaust®. Teller also was responsible for ending America’s inspections of Dimona by 
admitting to the CIA that the Zionist entity was indeed working on a nuclear program and it was 
doing so for the sake of protecting its very existence (a Zionist dose of hyperbole, for sure). It sent
the US government into chaos, with multiple agencies drawing up contradictory reports as to 
how to respond to this revelation (62). Eventually, the US bit Teller’s bait, deciding it would be 
better to grant the Jewish “state” anonymity and end the inspections due to there being a strong 
possibility that the world (specifically the Soviet Union) might see America as complicit in the 
illegalities of the Zionist nuclear program. What makes Teller’s services to the Jewish 
supremacist entity all the more interesting is that he himself was a proponent of “Greater Israel 
(63).” 
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Al-Nakba architect and
first "Israeli" Prime Minister
David Ben-Gurion believed

that the Zionist nuclear program
was "holy" and "sacred."

The Zionist entity’s nuclear project, which the Jewish godfathers of weapons of mass destruction 
helped bring into being, was financed by the wealthiest Jews in the world, including the founders 
of the Sonneborn Institute, a Zionist think tank comprised of the 18 richest Jews in North 
America. These donors, procured and managed by Abe Feinberg, the most powerful Jewish-
Zionist lobbyist in Washington DC, included members of the elite Bronfman family and the 
Schiff banking dynasty (64). 

Ben-Gurion referred to the donors as “makdishim,” the Hebrew word for consecrator, and their 
donations as “hakdasha”, the Hebrew word for consecrations. Both words derive from the word 
“kadosh,” meaning sacred, which is also the root of the word “Mikdash,” meaning Temple, the holiest 
institution of the Jewish religion. And inside the Temple is the “Kodesh Hakodashim,” the Holiest of all
Holies in Judaism. And like the Temple, which, according to the 1st verse in the 25th chapter of Exodus
in the Jewish Bible, was erected with the contributions of the children of “Israel”, the Zionist entity’s 
nuclear program would also be built with contributions from World Jewry. Without a doubt, in the 
heart and mind of Ben-Gurion, “Israeli” nuclear weapons were “sacred,” they were “holy,” they 
were the embodiment of the Jewish religion (64).

Acquiring nuclear weapons wasn’t only part of the Zionists’ foreign policy of fear-installation and 
deterrence, they represented the very core of the “state,” the “sacred” backbone of the Jewish plot to 
forge dominance over the Middle East: “Greater Israel.” The nuclear weapons of the Zionist entity, 
combined with the warped supremacist ideology that existed in the minds of every Zionist leader (past 
and present), made the Jewish supremacist entity a hegemonic force to be reckoned with. Therefore, 
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when Zionist Jewry commanded America to punish Iraq, their ancient enemy invaded on Purim, with 
nuclear weapons, it wasn’t just a geopolitical decision. It was a manifestation of religious devotion; the 
Jews and their shabbos goy proxies striking down Amalekites resisting Jewish power, as it was written 
to do in their holy books. Iraq was struck with weapons of the utmost hellishness for reasons of severe 
Jewishness; nothing more, nothing less, and it is sickening. 

Skvere Rabbi David Twersky:
the raging, racist head of a 
Zionist rabbinical dynasty.

Hatred For Non-Jews: The Spark That Inspired The Jewish Nuclear Godfathers And The Illegal 
Settlements Where It Breeds

When Samuel T. Cohen made his statement about being “really Jewish” and that he just wasn’t able to 
“help it,” he was echoing the primordial Judaic concept of supremacy: Jews reigning supreme over 
non-Jews; Jews being better or smarter than non-Jews; Jews needing to “defend themselves” from non-
Jews because non-Jews are all “anti-Semitic.” It is still nearly unfathomable that this kind of mind, that 
functions in the realm of such a toxic doctrine of xenophobia and supremacism, was commissioned to 
work on weapons of massive destruction. To sincerely want everything that is non-Jewish 
eviscerated is what it means to be “really Jewish.” To hate everything that is non-Jewish is what 
it means to be “really Jewish (65).” 

A perfect example of this is a recently released book by a Skvere Hasidic rabbi from New Square, New 
York (the Skvere headquarters) and endorsed by the Skvere Rebbe himsef entitled, “Yalkut Shaiylos 
u’Teshuvos.” In the section called “Goyim,” the hatemongering rabbi writes, “A Jew is intrinsically 
good.  A Jew is a part of God above.  Even if at times he strays it is not because he has become evil.  It 
is only that there is evil within him that he has to cleanse. However, to separate with a million degrees 
of separation, a gentile is an impure thing.  The entire essence of the gentile is evil and impure.  Even if
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he occasionally does good deeds he does not thereby become good.” He continues in rabid, racist 
detail that it is the religious duty of all Hasidic Jews, and every Jew in general, to hate Gentiles; 
all Gentiles (66). Abysmal; sheerly, simply abysmal. 

The Skvere rabbis are an immensely powerful and prominent Jewish clan, a Hasidic dynasty, 
whose roots extend across the world, from the United States to Britain, Canada to Belgium, New 
Jersey to the Jewish colony of Bnei Brak, the Orthodox Jewish capital of the Zionist entity (67). 
Bnei Brak, a place known for its unabashed Jewish fundamentalism (68), is supported by the 
“  Israeli” Ministry of Finance and the Bank of “Israel (69),” and is also part and parcel of the 
“Jews-only” bus lines that cut through the occupied West Bank and occupied al-Quds to serve 
the illegal settlers while simultaneously denying Palestinians their most basic human rights (70). 
Considering the “really Jewish” ideology of the Skvere rabbis and their ilk who dominate Bnei Brak 
and facsimile Zionist outposts across occupied Palestine, it is doubtful that they are anything other than
delighted that they partake in such violations. 

The Skvere Rebbe stands here
with war criminals Bill and

Hillary Clinton, the philo-Semitic
puppets of the usurping, criminal 

Jewish entity.
Like their Chabad coreligionists, whose   Rebbe  , the genocidal supremacist Rabbi Menachem 
Mendel Schneerson, they ideologically venerate (71), Skvere Hasidim wield a tremendous amount of
political power, as evidenced by their successful lobbying of President Bill Clinton to commute the
sentences of four of their tribsemen who were convicted of defrauding the US government for 
over $30 million. In exchange, Rabbi David Twersky, the Skvere   Rebbe  , ordered his community 
to vote for the president’s wife, Hillary Clinton, in the ongoing race for New York Senate, which 
they did, in the 99th percentile (72). 

The Chabad and Skvere Hasidic sects, whose alliance is typically discreet, recently came together 
publicly in the defense of Sholom Mordechai Rubashkin, a Chabad Lubavitch Jew and former CEO of 
now-bankrupt Agriprocessors Inc., the one-time largest kosher meat-packing plant in America, who 
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was convicted of 86 counts of financial fraud in November 2009. Chabad and the Skvere Hasidim 
vigorously campaigned against the conviction, accusing those who prosecuted the Lubavitcher 
criminal of “bigotry” and naturally, of “anti-Semitism (73).”  

Nowhere is the Skvere-Chabad alliance clearer however than in the Skvere Hasidim’s 2004 support 
for the Bush administration, dominated by the Chabad-allied neoconservative “Cabal.” When 
asked why his community supported Bush this time around, when it failed to do so in 2000, the 
supremacist Skvere   Rebbe   replied, “  Hakaras hatov   (74),” a Hebrew phrase that literally means, 
“recognizing the good.” Assuredly, the “good” that the racist rabbi “recognized” was that Bush 
destroyed Iraq, just like his Jewish puppetmasters so insanely and desperately wanted. 

Seth Klarman:
Jewish billionaire,
hawkish Zionist

and war criminal
with Iraqi blood

all over his hands.
Networking: Jewish Billionaire Funds The Multiple Levels Of Chaos To Further The Aims Of 
Zionism

The illegal and fanatic Jewish settlers who repugnantly find themselves at home in the Orthodox haven 
of Bnei Brak (built on top of the ancient Palestinian village of Ibn Ibraq, ethnically cleansed during al-
Nakba) are financed by some of the wealthiest Jews in the world, just like the Zionist entity’s criminal 
nuclear program at Dimona. 

One such wealthy Jew is Seth Klarman, philanthropist and head of a powerful hedge fund called The 
Baupost Group, which is worth around $24 billion in assets. Klarman is a Zionist hawk who just 
launched a new Judeocentric newspaper called the “The Times of Israel,” which has already given 
platform to the likes of Irwin Cotler, the Jewish former Canadian Minister of Justice who harbors 
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hardline Zionist beliefs and sits on the board of MEMRI, an “Israeli” intelligence front and hasbara
machine founded by Meyrav Wurmser and Aman agent Colonel Yigal Carmon (75), with other 
prominent Jewish-Zionist heavyweights like Elliot Abrams, Bernard Lewis and Ehud Barak 
himself (76), to call for war on Syria in an Orwellian op-ed entitled “  Saving Syria (77).” Wurmser, 
Abrams, Lewis and Barak. These names sound eerily familiar, don’t they? 

It would figure that Klarman, who gives $1 million yearly to Birthright, the racist Zionist 
organization that brainwashes young American Jews into loving “Israel,” forks over major 
dollars to Friends Of The “Israeli” Defense Forces and sends Jewish Harvard law students to the 
occupation regime through the America-“Israel” Friendship League (78), would use his paper to 
disseminate Zionist lies about enemies of the usurping Jewish entity from a group like MEMRI, 
because he is also funding MEMRI. Moreover, the Zionist moneyman also bankrolls the 
American Jewish Committee (the foreign policy arm of AIPAC), the Combined Jewish 
Philanthropies of Boston, the anti-Islam hate group known as The David Project, the Central 
Fund of “Israel,” which funds illegal Jewish settlements in the occupied West Bank, the Friends 
of Ir David, which supports illegal Jewish settlements in occupied al-Quds, and The “Israel” 
Project, which he sits on the board of and gave $4 million to from 2008-2010 (79). It is here, in 
addition to his abhorrent connections to MEMRI, where Klarman and the fate of Iraq converge again.

Leslie Wexner: 
member of the secret

club of Jewish billionaires 
known as "the Mega Group" 
and ultra-Zionist war criminal

that helped bring Iraq's
destruction into being.

The “Israel” Project, working closely and brotherly with the Wexner Foundation, spearheaded an 
initiative for Zionist entity leaders and their American Jewish supporters to brainwash the American 
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public regarding the ravaging of Iraq. In a leaked document entitled “Wexner Analysis: Israeli 
Communication Priorities 2003,” the strategy was clear, “  Iraq colors all. Saddam is your best 
defense, even if he is dead. The worldview [of] Americans is entirely dominated by developments 
in Iraq. This is a unique opportunity for Israelis to deliver a message of support and unity at a 
time of great international anxiety and opposition from some of our European “allies.” For a year
- a SOLID YEAR - you should be invoking the name of Saddam Hussein and how Israel was 
always behind American efforts to rid the world of this ruthless dictator and liberate their people
(80).” 

Heading the Wexner Foundation is founder of clothing giant “The Limited”, Leslie Wexner. The ultra-
Zionist fashion mogul is linked to organized crime, alleged agents of Mossad and is a member of 
the “Mega Group,” a relatively secret club of the 20 wealthiest and most influential Jews in 
America (81), a modern day Sonneborn Institute. Wexner, one of the 200 wealthiest men walking 
the planet, created the foundation to “educate Jewish communal leaders in the history, thought, 
traditions and contemporary challenges of the Jewish people (82).” Translated from the Jewish 
Orwellian dialect, Wexner is essentially attempting to create an army of hasbaraniks. Working in 
unison, hand in hand, the Wexner Foundation and The “Israel” Project helped ‘sell’ the murder of the 
Iraqi nation to silence the American dissent sure to arise against another Zionist war.

Klarman, the financier of illegal settlements and Islamophobia, a delusional Jewish supremacist who 
equates opposition to Zionism as an irrational hatred for all Jews (83), and Wexner, another Jewish
supremacist with enough money to literally buy off public opinion and bury it for the benefit of Judaic 
hegemony over the Arab world, and whose sister, Susan Wexner, funds the Foundation of Defense 
of Democracies (FDD), a front for the neoconservative “Cabal,” The David Project and the 
America-“Israel” Education Foundation, an AIPAC spinoff (84), have the blood of Iraq all over 
their hands and souls for all of eternity. Their names, their affiliations and their beliefs must be exposed
for justice to prevail.
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After turning Iraq into
a pile of rubble, the "Cabal"

of Jewish-Zionist hawks seeks
to replicate its "success" in

the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Conclusion: The Interconnectedness Of It All And What It Means For Iraq’s Future

Warmongers and lobbyists. Bombmakers and billionaires. Statesmen and spies. Settlers and rabbis. All 
Jewish. All united by their hatred of the goyim. All interconnected through a vast tribal (even familial) 
network. And when this network sets its sights on an enemy, it stops at nothing until that enemy is 
eviscerated, as millions of Iraqis, refugees, amputees and martyrs alike can attest to. Iraq remains a 
bleeding wound and the blood continues to flow like a river in a storm because the criminals behind the
infliction of the wound are still at large and in the public eye, a testament to the power and cunningness
of the network.

Peter Beinart, son of South African Jews and one of the most prominent journalists and commentators 
of the American Jewish Community, was a commanding voice for the bludgeoning of Iraq, pushing 
the invasion at The New Republic, an influential Zionist rag, and dedicating a book to it called 
“The Good Fight.” Beinart dedicated himself to this Jewish cause because Iraq represented a 
threat to the terrorist Jewish “state” from the eastern front (85). Instead of being banished from the
realm of opinion-making and media for his criminal role in engineering Iraq’s Zionist-sealed fate, 
Beinart has reinvented himself as a “champion of the Jews,” riding in from the darkness on a white 
horse of “liberal” Zionism to save “democratic Israel” from its impending “nondemocratic” doom. His 
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new book, “  The Crisis of Zionism,” has generated waves within American Jewry, receiving 
endorsements and condemnations alike as well as plenty of publicity, including from The Times 
of “Israel (86),” the aforesaid new Zionist mouthpiece of Seth Klarman.

Noah Feldman, a neoconservative, Krauthammerite Jew of Orthodox origins educated at the 
prestigious Maimonides High School (87), a policymaker with a Jewish superiority complex who 
spews the typical Orientialism of the previously-mentioned Bernard Lewis (88), was another 
leader in leveling the Iraqi nation to the ground, playing a crucial role in developing Iraq’s dilapidated 
and deplorable Constitution as chief “constitutional consultant” for the Zionist-run Coalition (Colonial)
Provisional Authority. Feldman, assuredly due to his Jewish supremacist mentality, felt no shame in 
telling Iraqis how to govern their country because they were “  not yet ready” for elections and “the 
wrong people may get elected” due to the “fact” that “people in the Middle East don’t always act 
rationally (89).” An astounding but by no means shocking display of Jewish racism and 
exceptionalism. Feldman, a student of the racist Talmud, has not been anymore banished than Beinart, 
finding status as “  the youngest academic superstar in the United States” who wields “immense 
clout in academic circles (90)” and even as a political consultant to the deviant Zionist rabbi, his 
dear friend, Shmuley Boteach (91). 

Dianne Feinstein, the longtime Democratic Senator from California and staunch Zionist, who has been
honored and presented awards by the American Jewish Congress, the ADL and The American 
Friends of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, whose father was a grandiose donor to San 
Francisco’s Mount Zion synagogue and whose grandfather built several temples in California 
(92), served as chairperson and ranking member of the Military Construction Appropriations 
Subcommittee (MILCON) from 2001-2005, supervising the dissemination of billions of dollars for 
military construction endeavors, specifically in Iraq. 

Jewish war profiteers
Dianne Feinstein and 

Richard C. Blum, her husband;
devourers of Iraq, bloodsuckers

of the Iraqi people.
During her tenure, she gave contracts to defense contractor behemoths Perini and URS Corporation, 
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which from 1997-2005, were controlled by her husband, Richard C. Blum, the head of global 
investments empire Blum Capital Partners, L.P. Thanks to his wife’s approvals, Blum saw $759 million
worth of profits for Perini and $792 million worth of profits for URS during the discussed timeframe. 
Currently, thanks to Blum, Perini holds $2.5 billion worth of cleanup contracts tied to Zionist-
engineered American militarism and URS holds $3.9 billion. Another firm of Blum’s involved in the 
massacre of Iraq is ASTAR Air Cargo, which he co-owns with his partner Michael R. Klein, a top legal 
advisor for his wife. Typically, in 2005, when his wife no longer headed MILCON, Blum stepped 
down from the URS board of directors and sold his shares in the firm for $220 million (93). This 
kind of insider trading, which reeks of Jewish tribalism, is nothing short of egregiously criminal. And 
instead of Feinstein being thrown in prison for serious ethics violations, war profiteering and crimes 
against humanity for her role in exploiting the destruction of Iraq, she maintains her power in the 
Senate, today sitting as chair of the Select Committee On Intelligence. 

And what of the neoconservative “Cabal”? The powerful, shadowy and ethnocentric group of Jewish-
Zionist warmongers that brought down the force of a thousand exploding suns on Iraq? Have they 
ended their quest for militarist world dominance laid out in the Wolfowitz Doctrine? Not even close. 
Led by who else but Paul Wolfowitz, they have disbanded PNAC and regrouped under the banner of 
the “Foreign Policy Initiative (FPI)” to continue their Jewish fundamentalist mission of dominating the 
Middle East. The first target of FPI was the North African nation of Libya, invaded by the Zionist
proxy of NATO on the 8th anniversary of the invasion of Iraq, once again on Purim (94). FPI and 
its sister organization, the aforementioned FDD, an advocacy group for “Israeli” security funded 
by former World Jewish Congress head Charles Bronfman, Birthright founders Charles 
Bronfman and Michael Steinhardt, mega-media mogul and Saban Center founder Haim Saban, 
director of The “Israel” Project Jennifer Mizrahi and Dalck Feith, father of Douglas Feith, are 
now relentlessly working to repeat “the Libya scenario” in Syria (95).

The grand prize for the “Cabal” is the Islamic Republic of Iran which it, and its ideological object of 
worship and subservience, the Zionist entity itself, want destroyed with all of their blackened hearts. 
The FPI and FDD have been exerting enormous pressure on the US administration to bomb 
Iran’s nuclear facilities and outposts of the Islamic Revolution’s Revolutionary Guard Corps 
since mid-October (96), and while these Zionist fifth columnists continue their lobbying assault, the 
usurping Jewish entity has taken a frighteningly proactive approach. A senior Obama administration 
official revealed a tremendously worrisome development in February, stating, “  The Israelis have 
bought an airfield. And the airfield is called Azerbaijan.” The Azerbaijani regime has given the 
Jewish “state” access to land its bombers and drones after a strike on Iran and just recently 
bought $1.6 billion worth of “Israeli” arms (97). The security coordination between the two is as 
amazing as it is dangerous.

Meanwhile, on the ground, the Zionist brutalization of Iraq has beared serious fruit vis-à-vis Iran, as the
Jewish supremacist regime’s elite occupation commandos worked side by side with its Kurdish 
collaborationist proxy forces from northern Iraq to destroy several underground facilities used 
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by the Islamic Revolution for defense and nuclear research projects (98). New revelations have 
emerged confirming Mossad’s training and financing of the brutal and cultish MEK terrorist 
organization, which is responsible for carrying out assassinations of Iranian nuclear scientists on behalf
of the Zionist entity. It is now also known that during the reign of the neconservative-run Bush 
administration, the Joint Special Operations Command was also involved in prepping the MEK 
for its designated task of causing havoc inside Iran, using the Mossad-infested Kurdish region of 
Iraq as a primary launching stage for these missions (99). 

"We are benefiting from one
thing, and that is the attack

on the Twin Towers and
Pentagon and the American

struggle in Iraq. These events
swung public opinion in our favor."
~ Benjamin Netanyahu, who also
once said that any attack on Iraq

must "ensure"     security for "Israel".
(graphic by Skulz Fontaine) 

Psychopathic supremacist Benjamin Netanyahu waved the Jewish Book of Esther in President 
Obama’s face for Purim 2012, imploring him to begin an all-out military blitz against Iran (100), 
and his usurping Jewish entity, along with its American attack dog, have now issued an ultimatum to 
the Islamic Republic: transfer all uranium already enriched outside of the country or face the 
intensification of the crippling economic sanctions and a war of aggression (101). AIPAC,   which 
played a critical role in maintaining the genocidal sanctions against Iraq and smearing into 
oblivion anyone who opposed them, which emphatically lobbied for the 2003 invasion designed 
by its neoconservative tribesmen and is now attempting to cover up this truth, is now employing 
the exact same methods to bring forth a hellish invasion of Iran (102). Again, the fingerprints of the
global tribal network, from lobbyists to politicians, intelligence agents to moneymen, surfaces in clear 
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view. 

Former AIPAC lobbyist MJ Rosenberg calls the neoconservatives and the leaders of AIPAC “The Iraq 
Liars,” and unequivocally stated that, “  It is amazing that the same gang of people that lied us into 
the disastrous war in Iraq would have any credibility at all as they seek to get us involved in 
another Middle East war. But apparently some people still take these warhawk neocons seriously.
After all, if it weren't for them, no one here would be contemplating a third war in the Middle 
East, one far more dangerous than the other two (103).” What makes it more dangerous is that 
considering nuclear weapons have already been criminally used on Iraq at the behest of Zionist Jewry, 
and the Zionist entity’s “Samson Option” of nuclear holocaust is very much a part of “Israeli” 
policy, ethos and public discourse (104), nukes being dropped on Iran, an ancient nation of over 100 
million persons, becomes a very real, very frightening possibility. 

And while the neoconservative “Cabal,” their Jewish financiers and their occupier overlords sitting on 
stolen Palestinian land march onwards to Persia to carry out another "ceremonial" slaughter of 
Amalekites, Iraq is tragically caught in the middle. The Jewish warmakers fragmented Iraq and they 
now want to butcher the fragments. On the 9th anniversary of the American-Zionist invasion of Iraq, 
which is also fell on Motzei Purim (Hebrew for just after Purim or, the going out of Purim), car bombs 
and IEDs tore through Sunni and Shi’a neighborhoods in cities across Iraq, including holy 
Karbala, oil-rich Kirkuk, Baghdad, Hilla, Baiji, Samarra, Tuz Khurmato, Daquq, Dhuluiya, 
Ramadi, Latifiya and Mahmoudiyyah, leaving at least 43 Iraqis dead and 230 others wounded. 
Iraqi police also defused explosives in Fallujah and Baquba (105). The vastness and intricacy of the
bombings, not to mention the timing, betrayed the signature of an intelligence agency. 

Iraqi intelligence sources have already confirmed that the terror attacks are being staged by 
Mossad and its allies in the CIA, and “Israeli” media sources have already confirmed that retired
“Israeli” colonel Shmuel Avivi, a well-known international arms dealer, set up shop in Iraq back 
in 2005 and has been arming Mossad-backed terrorists ever since (106). The Zionist entity, the 
United States and the filthy, corrupt House of Saud fuel, fund, arm and back terrorism across 
Iraq, specifically cross-border assaults on Iran and sectarian attacks on Iraqi Shi’a to destabilize 
and degenerate Iraqi society (107). The House of Saud as of late has been doing big business with 
Mossad, buying up everything from intelligence to security equipment to consultation (108), an 
extension of a relationship that dates back almost as far as Saudi Arabia’s founding, with the 
Zionists and the Saudi kingship working together to crush all self-determination in the region 
(109).
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The monstrous Jewish entity
and the devious House of Saud

are unified in the Zionist plot of 
keeping Iraq completely destabilized.

This explains, quite abundantly in fact, why Saudi Arabia is actively attempting (through money 
and planning) to overthrow or assassinate current Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki, who is 
undergoing a transformation from occupation puppet to regional mediator. Iraqi Vice President 
Tariq al-Hashemi, known for his close relations with the despotic House of Saud, has been 
charged with carrying out terrorist bombings, including an assassination attempt on al-Maliki. 
Before he could be arrested, al-Hashemi fled to the Kurdish capital of Arbil (110), known for 
being infested with Zionist agents. Al-Hashemi has since sought refuge in the Zionist-allied 
monarchy of Qatar, Saudi Arabia and has now found his way to Turkey (111), which is   intimately 
involved in the Zionist plans to take down the      Bashar al-Assad government in Syria (112). As a 
direct result of the ongoing “al-Hashemi affair,” the collaborationist Kurdish regime is 
threatening secession (113), in a shockingly lucid invocation of Oded Yinon and his plans of Jewish 
expansionism through fragmentation. 

And while the Jewish criminal network and its shabbos goyim may indeed have succeeded in shattering
Iraq as a nation-state, they have failed just as prominently in shattering Iraqis as a people. Oded Yinon 
wrote in his landmark policy paper to secure Jewish hegemony over the Middle East that, “  Every kind 
of inter-Arab confrontation will assist us {the “Israelis”} in the short run and will shorten the 
way to the more important aim of breaking up Iraq into denominations as in Syria and in 
Lebanon (26).” The usurping “Israeli” regime and its allies were cocksure that they would be able to 
foment the kind of division necessary to carry out these aims.
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Despite the most heinous plots
of the Jewish-Zionist "Cabal," 
the Iraqi people have remained 

united and unbroken.
The Iraqi people had other ideas though. They have rejected these “inter-Arab confrontations” and laid 
waste to sectarianism, despite the incessant Zionist media reporting that says otherwise. From the 
moment of the invasion, Sunni-Shi’a and Muslim-Christian unity in the face of occupation and 
colonization was evident and despite numerous Zionist plots to divide them, the most elaborate of
which arguably being Mossad’s Sayedat al-Najat Cathedral massacre in the Karrada 
neighborhood of Baghdad, Iraqis have maintained their steadfast unipolarity (114). This is why 
that the sectarian walls built throughout Baghdad and other key cities by Zionist asset and war criminal 
Ze’ev Belinsky with the help of premier Iraqi traitor Ahmad Chalabi, designed to separate Sunni and 
Shi’a and fuel hatred between them, are finally being torn down and Iraqis swear to ensure that 
such a scheme is never erected again (115). 

Many who read this essay will surely comment that it is Zionism that is the unequivocal hostis generis 
humani and not Organized Jewry; that the Iraq tragedy was Zionist at the root and not Jewish at the 
root. But this is simply not the case. It is Judaism that bred and nurtured Zionism which, many 
early Zionist leaders romantically saw as a fulfilment of Judaic prophecy (116), and it is Jewish 
identity that drove support for the invasion of Iraq and which drives uncompromising support for the 
Zionist entity, whether spoken about openly by neoconservative war criminals like Elliot Abrams 
and Norman Podhoretz or kept discreet like fellow neoconservative hawk David Frum and 
neoliberal hasbaraniks Thomas Friedman and Paul Berman (117). Whether it is called Jewishness, 
Judaism, Jewish identity, Jewish supremacism, Jewish tribal networking, international Zionism, 
Organized Jewry or all of the above, this is the issue that must be discussed, debated and solved for the 
betterment of this planet and for the prevention of future “Iraq scenarios”. 

In addition, it is undeniably crucial to justice for the martyrs of Iraq to unravel the network of their 
murderers, those who plotted the destruction of their homeland in the name of tribal exclusivity, 
geopolitical dominance and transhistorical supremacism. To unmask the perpetrators of Iraq’s fate as 
Zionist militarists and Jewish fanatics, not merely imperialists, and to then expose their hegemonic 
agenda for a global “Jewish Utopia” built atop the blood-soaked Islamic lands that they plan to 
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conquer and pillage (118), is synonymous with dignity and is inextricably linked to courage. 

Precious child, 
precious martyr
Abeer Qassim

Hamza al-Janabi,
raped and murdered

by US occupiers 
on March 12th, 2006;

ALLAH yer7ama.
For 14-year old Abeer Qassim Hamza al-Janabi and the other victims of the Mahmoudiyyah killings, 
the neoconservative “Cabal” must be held accountable for its plots and imprisoned for mass murder 
until its members’ bodies rot. For 3-year old Aisha Younis Salim, 5-year old Zaynab Younis Salim, 8-
year old Muhammad Younis Salim, 10-year old Sabaa Yonis Salim, 14-year old Nour Younis Salim and
the rest of the Haditha Massacre martyrs, the Skvere and Chabad dynasties must have their cults 
disbanded and they must be prosecuted as accessories to crimes against humanity. 

For Ayatollah Sayyed Muhammad Baqir al-Hakim and the 82 other martyrs of Mossad’s cruel, 
racist and ritualistic slaughter at the Imam Ali Masjid in holy Najaf (119), the chiefs of Mossad, 
Aman, IOF, Shin Bet and all political leaders of the Zionist entity must be punished for the same crimes
along the same lines as their tribesmen in the “Cabal.” And for toddler Nour al-Huda Saad, 1-year old 
Ammar Muhammad, 10-year old Hassan Iyad, 12-year old Zeena Akram, 13-year old Mustafa Akram 
and the rest of the Hamoodi family murdered in cold blood during the occupation’s blistering and 
savage raids on Basra on April 5th, 2003, the Jewish billionaires who maintain close ties to the 
neoconservatives, the Zionist regime and Hasidic Jewry and finance all of this madness, all of this 
bloodshed, must be stripped of their vast wealth and imprisoned so they never threaten the oppressed, 
or the planet in general, again. 
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Iraq will rise again; 
unified, dignified and

stronger than ever.
There will come a time when these murderous persons, these tribalists and supremacists, will indeed 
pay for all of the malevolence that they have spread throughout the globe and while their victims may 
not rejoice, for the horrors never cease plaguing the mind, they will sigh in relief, because their 
tormentors can never again hurt anyone else. And there will come a time, somewhere in the near future,
when the splendiferous Iraqi people will rebuild their nation into the powerhouse it once was, 
transforming it from the ashes into their iron will made manifest. At that moment, when Iraq strikes 
fear into the Zionist entity and its overall criminal network again, the world will know that while the 
horrific crimes inflicted upon Iraq were Jewish at the root, its resurrection and rejuvenation will be 
Iraqi at the root, defying the odds and the decades-old plots of international Zionism. 

While Jews clinging to their ethnocentrism, supremacism and tribalism will continue to support their 
usurping Zionist dragon in occupied Palestine and defend their clannish guild from the criticism it 
certainly deserves, especially for its primary role in orchestrating the ravaging of Iraq, they should 
know that they are supporting a dying project. Jewish supremacy over Palestine will collapse, as all 
other systematically oppressive endeavors do, and the global Jewish supremacist network that has 
upheld it for the last 130 some odd years will perish too, as individual oppressors find their fate with 
the fate of the oppression that they attempted to perpetuate. And it will be the Iraqi people standing at 
the forefront of this momentous historical reckoning, dignified and victorious, chanting:

...Bil nhar min qateil el w7oush...
...Wa bi leil, ma3 a7la Njoum bil sama...

...Min 7ariboun la neetiloun bi ism Illah...
...Wa mnirja3 lal 7ob...

Bil roo7, bil dam, nafdeek ya 3iraq!

...By day, we resist the monsters...
...And by night, guided by Certain Stars...

...We wage war to crush them in the name of Allah...
...And return to LoVe... 

Oh Iraq, we will defend you with our soul, with our blood!
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(Excerpt from my Arabic/English poetic epic, “The Day The Tigris Ran Red”)

~ The End ~
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